FOOD PRODUCTS OF CYCLONIC REGIONS
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In the United States these conditions occur in the cyclonic belt from
Iowa, Illinois, and Ohio eastward. So far as climate alone is concerned
Connecticut is probably the best region in the world. Although corn
is a more or less accidental crop among the farmers there, the yield per
acre (46 bushels as the average for 20 years) is higher than anywhere else
except under special circumstances. Nevertheless tobacco, fresh vege-
tables, milk, eggs, and fruit pay these eastern farmers so much better
than corn that for the most part they leave the raising of corn to the
Corn Belt from Ohio to eastern Nebraska. In Europe the corn region lies
similarly on the southern Hank ot the storm belt, so that it tails IjnTltaly,
Hungary, and Rumania. In South America, again, the main corn area
in Argentina lies in a ""similar position, which means that it is located
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Denoyer's Semi-elliptical Projection.   Drawn by Denoyer-Geppert Co., Chicago, III.
A—World Production of Oats.
on the equatorward margin of the storm belt. Corn likewise grows out-
side of the cyclonic belt in places such as Mexico, and also in Egypt and
India where it is irrigated. Almost three fourths of the world's '~£rop,
however, grows in thc^Dhited States, while the production in other
American countries, especially Mexico and Argentina, equals that of the
rest of the world. Corn, quite unlike the potato, is still cultivated chiefly
inthc New World where it originated! Nevertheless, although corn
originated in tropical regions and was mainly cultivated there for many
centuries, the superior energy ot the people"ot the cyclonic belt has now
caused it to be chiefly a crop of cyclonic areas. Corn, potatoes, and
wheat all illustrate the striking fact that if a plant is unusually good for
food the people of cyclonic regions take it in hand and both improve
it and produce new varieties which will grow where these people want

